Setting Up a Home Page

Directions: Each student taking CWS will have to follow the news that pertains to the part of the world that we are studying at the time. This assignment will require proof that you have actually taken the time to set up said website. For our purposes, we will be using Yahoo®.

Follow these directions:
1. go to www.yahoo.com
2. click on the “my yahoo” button
3. click on “sign up now”
4. fill in the required information

Sign up for your Yahoo! ID

Get a Yahoo! ID and password for access to My Yahoo! and all other personalized Yahoo! services.

5. you will get to window that looks like this, click on “continue to yahoo”

Registration Completed: Welcome to Yahoo! Joe Schmo

We’ve sent an email to the Alternate Email Address you provided. Please read the email and follow the instructions to fully activate your account. We also recommend that you write down your password and the information below for future reference.

6. You will then be taken to a pre-determined home page. Click on the “Edit” button in the headlines box.
7. Click on “Headlines and World News”
8. Select a news service from each part of the world that we study
   i. Feel free to add other news that might interest you
   ii. You can select “number of headlines” for each topic by scrolling down and selecting between 3 and 8
   iii. When you’re finished, remember to click the “finished” button
9. When you get to your new page – edit content and display settings to your own personal idiom